Black Market, Cold War

_Everyday Life in Berlin, 1946–1949_

This book explains how and why Berlin became the symbolic capital of the Cold War. It brings the history of the Cold War down to earth by focusing on the messy accounts of daily struggles to survive rather than seamless narratives of diplomatic exchange. By following Berliners as they made their way from ration offices to the black markets, from allied occupation bureaus to the physical and symbolic battles for the city’s streets and squares, Paul Steege anchors his account of this emerging global conflict in the fractured terrain of a city literally shattered by World War II. In this history of everyday life, he claims for Berliners a vital role in making possible Berlin’s iconic Cold War status. The world saw an absolutely divided city, but everyday Berliners crossed its many boundaries, and these transgressive practices brought into focus the stark oppositions of the Cold War.

Paul Steege is an associate professor of history at Villanova University and coeditor of the electronic discussion list _H-German_.
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A Note on Terminology

The dynamic environment of post–World War II Berlin makes it a particularly fascinating subject, but its fluid political and economic landscape produced a confusing array of terminology, even before two separate administrations came to govern the city. While I have tried to explain these shifting terms in the course of the text, two contexts merit more explicit clarification.

In discussing the main body of German authority in the city, I have retained the German term *Magistrat* throughout the text. Selected by the Berlin city assembly, the councilors who comprised the executive branch of the Berlin government represented something more than a city council, and the term *Magistrat* conveys that most precisely. Additionally, I have translated the term *Oberbürgermeister* as *mayor* and not the more cumbersome *lord mayor*. The three subordinate *Bürgermeister* are thus *deputy mayors*.

Even before the dual currency reforms in 1948, there were several currencies circulating in Berlin: the reichsmark (RM) – the official German currency – rentenmarks – the Weimar-era currency created to help resolve the 1923 hyperinflation crisis – and allied occupation scrip. The 1948 currency reform introduced a new deutsche mark (German mark) in eastern and western flavors. Contemporary documents refer to these currencies in various shorthands, including marks, DM, D-Mark, or even B-Mark (for the west mark in Berlin with a distinct “B” stamp). For the period after 1948, I generally use east mark and west mark to describe the distinct currencies. In order to provide some sense of the fluid and uncertain currency environment facing Berliners at the time, I do, however, retain the diverse currency designations when quoting from contemporary sources.
Figure 1. Lines of authority in postwar Berlin.
MAP 3. Berlin City Center. Source: Villanova University Office of Media Technologies.